Real To Me - Brian McFadden

**Intro**

Cm Eb Bb Fm

**Verse**

Cm Eb Bb Fm

Show biz din ners and the free champ
Hotel lobby to the air plane
Dying flowers in a dress ing room

Cm Eb Bb Fm

Men in suits who think they know it all
Another country but they start to look up it's own

Cm Eb Bb Fm

Know my name
No one knows me but they know it
Watch the world behind a window pane

Gm Ab

That's not real to me
That's not real to me
That's not real to me
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first day of the summer and I'll laze here all the day—And
we'll invite the family round and drink some English tea... Then
I raise up my finger and watch football on T
(el. guitar)
Now that's what's real to me...